Electronic topological and structural transitions in AuGa(2) under pressure.
Results of electronic band structure calculations, electrical resistance, thermoelectric power (TEP), and x-ray diffraction measurements, under pressure carried out on AuGa(2) to investigate its anomalous behaviour are reported. The first principles electronic band structure calculations confirm that a flat band close to the Fermi level along the Γ-X direction of the Brillouin zone is responsible for the unusual behaviour of AuGa(2). In synchrotron-based high-pressure x-ray diffraction measurements, it is observed to undergo a structural phase transition above 7 GPa. The TEP variation with pressure and the P-V data up to 7 GPa transformed to the universal equation of state (UEOS) indicate the existence of an electronic topological transition (ETT) near 3.2 GPa. Consistent with this, in electronic structure calculations carried out at reduced sample volume corresponding to 4 GPa, it is seen that the flat band crosses the Fermi level. The structure above 7 GPa is a distortion of the CaF(2) phase. This structure continuously evolves with increasing pressure. The continuous variation of electrical resistance across the transition is consistent with this.